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When purchasing appliances, is choosing to buy branded ones still the best move? With the
competition among appliance suppliers and manufacturers getting stiffer, it is no longer wisest to
view brand names as the primary consideration when selecting appliances, but value. Value in
appliances does not just mean simply carrying the name of an established brand, but possessing
the vital capabilities users need at just the right price.

The Value of Branded Appliances

This is not to say that branded appliances no longer give value. Of course, many of them still give
plenty of value but their value-added features may not be especially valuable to you. Among these
value-adding traits and flourishes are:

â€¢	Added features. These can be anything from highly digitised control panels to state-of-the-art
cooling, heating or cleaning technology. If you are satisfied with just the usual appliance capabilities,
then these extras really will not be of much value to you, and will only be a burden to you when they
break down. Usually itâ€™s these extra features that break down the fastest, and will need replacement
rather than repair.

â€¢	Contemporary design. Another benefit to branded appliances is sleek, streamlined modern designs
unique only to brands. These designs could give appliances added efficiency, but more often than
not they simply add aesthetic value which can be beneficial if that is one of the features you are
looking for in an appliance.

â€¢	Free items. Some appliance brands will throw in free small appliances whenever you buy one of
their larger appliances, but these will often be quite pricey.

â€¢	Guaranteed quality. As with many branded items, quality can be expected of branded appliances
especially if they are made by world-renowned and trusted brands like Panasonic, Philips or
Samsung. This is one feature of branded appliances that truly makes them worth the slightly higher
price.

Value You Can Afford

If youâ€™re seeking quality without branded appliancesâ€™ hefty price tags or the complicated features,
there are other options available for you online and in department stores. To make sure you get the
most value when purchasing from these stores, here are a few tips to help you on your way:

1.	Determine what youâ€™re looking for. Do you need a regular washing machine or a high-powered one
due to your heavy laundry loads? Do you need a regular-sized refrigerator or one that is twice the
size of your old one due to the amount of food your growing family is now consuming? These
specific considerations are what will help you focus on what you need and narrow your options to
those that give you the most value.

2.	Do some research. There are plenty of sources and stores online that give detailed descriptions
and feedback on specific appliances. Consumer reports and customer testimonials are just some of
the online sources that can give you information you can use to compare and determine which
appliances have the best features and prices for you.
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3.	Donâ€™t be afraid to haggle. If an appliance has everything youâ€™re looking for but the right price, it canâ€™t
hurt to haggle. Youâ€™ll be surprised to know that most retailers will actually agree to negotiated prices.
Just make sure youâ€™ve done your research on the market price of the appliance you want.

Optimum Value from Factory Seconds Appliances

Value in appliances is a balance of brand, functionality and price. Branded appliances usually do not
come in the most reasonable prices, but can offer great value. If you want to achieve ideal
functionality and price with a trusted brand, you can always opt for factory seconds appliances.
Electro Seconds is one store that supplies reliable factory seconds in Sydney. Their selection of
cheap white goods includes everything from cooling and heating to entertainment and other small
appliances. With Electro Seconds you not only get affordability and functionality, you get them from
trusted brands like Toshiba, HP, Philips, Sanyo and much more, giving you optimum value.
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